
As the challenges of the business world reach 
their peak, so does the importance of strong 
relationships. Starting from within your 
organisation, building the reputation
and credibility of your business improves
key relationships that will help your
organisation thrive. 

Performance Coaching International’s 
pioneering trust-building programme is 
perfectly-placed to meet your organisational 
objectives, from engaging and retaining
talent to stimulating collaboration and
increasing sales. 

BUILDING BRIDGES
THAT BOOST BUSINESS
Are your organisation and its brand trusted?
Does your business have the fortified reputation 
needed to help customers and stakeholders truly 
believe in it? Would your business benefit from 
having an engaged workforce, fully committed
to the messages and values of its leaders? 

Allowing us to work with your organisation to prioritise strong and healthy relationships
with employees, customers and stakeholders helps to:

BUILD
faith in your business’ leadership, 

encouraging a motivated workforce
that upholds their values and

visions. A high-trust culture is a 
high-performance culture

IMPROVE
brand image, leading to

increased sales and sustainable
business growth

PROMOTE
collaboration of ideas and

business opportunity

CREATE
professional relationships that

offer assistance, inspiration
and security



Our blended coaching programme is a mix of assessment, development and consultancy
services. We work closely with you to focus on building and strengthening the

relationships that mean the most to you.  

ASSESSMENT:
Our pre-programme 
assessment draws on 
techniques and teachings
from some of the world’s 
leading brands and 
organisations. We measure
six different levels of trust 
within the relationships 
connected to your business, 
identifying areas of issue for 
targeted improvement. 

 

DEVELOPMENT
We provide your organisation 
and its leaders with the tools
to fix behaviours and mindsets 
that hinder the development
of relationships. By applying 
techniques that have been 
specifically chosen to meet
your business’ needs, 
Performance Coaching 
International can ensure
that the trust we build is 
long-lasting.

 

CONSULTANCY:
After boosting your leaders’ 
abilities to create and develop 
sustainable relationships, 
returning to the workforce
with an inspired approach
will prompt rapid results. 
Performance will be boosted
by building trust between your 
leaders and their teams.
By improving your brand
image and  eputation with 
considered communication, 
your organisation will begin
to create long-lasting and 
meaningful relationships
that are necessary for success. 
We will be there to encourage 
this new approach via 
telephone, email and
in-house observations. 

I want it! What now?
Let’s start with an open conversation that will lead your team and your
organisation to more sustainable high performance. Contact us today: 
Tel: 01708 510345
Email: info@performancecoachinginternational.com

By choosing Performance Coaching 
International to develop your business’
most important relationships, you are 
choosing a programme underpinned by
years of research and practice, delivered
by a team of experts in leadership and 
business psychology. We can set your 
organisation on a journey towards richer
and more sustainable relationships.


